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In This Issue Off we go:

Down in the woods today...
Red squirrels are colonising 
more of Anglesey (and, more  
recently, Gwynedd), and we are 
receiving an increased volume of 
sightings. 
We always welcome news about red 
or grey squirrels, and many people 
have telephoned (07966 150 847) or 
emailed (Craig@redsquirrels.info) to 
let us know what they’ve seen, and 
when and where. 
In 2003, the red squirrel could be 
found only in the depths of the  
coniferous stands in Mynydd  
Llwydiarth (Pentraeth forest). 
However, in 2011, squirrels are now
widespread, and gracing boughs 

in majestic woodlands throughout 
the south and west of the island.  
(Continued on page 2)

Atlantic Dune Woodland ‘2180’
Forested coastal dunes, known as ‘Atlantic Dune Woodland’ (ADW), are EU-  
protected coastal habitat that do not exist in the UK. However, a current UK  
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) has a target to create five areas of these forested 
coastal dunes. 
In 2004, those who opposed CCW’s ‘vision’ for Newborough (a plan to fell 
large areas of the forest), suggested the area was an ideal site where the  
existing forest could be modified over time to create Atlantic dune woodland.  
At that time,  CCW were less than enthusiastic, but there is now consensus with
 the Welsh Government, FCW and CCW supporting the idea. 
The devil, however, is in the detail... (Continued on page 5)



 
 

During the past year, red squirrels’ 
have been daily visitors to my garden. 
I want to share the pleasure they’ve  
given me, and what I have gleaned 
about their habits, likes and dislikes. 
In July 2010, I spotted a red squirrel on 
one of the feeders in my garden. It was 
clearly hungry, gorging on sunflower 
seeds and peanuts. After a few days, 
I suspected there were two squirrels. 
Eventually, they both turned up at the 
same time, and jostled for the best  
position on the feeder; they were a pair, 
one female and one male. They are such 
regular visitors that I have given them 
names: Hazel Nutcase and Beechnutter.
Hazel gave birth to a litter of two kittens 
in mid February. I assume Beechnutter is 
the father; occasionally, a different male 
has been seen on the feeders. 
In March, Hazel was lactating as she  
had a brood of kittens. Her visits  
became more frequent – roughly twice 
hourly, instead of three times a day – but 
of much shorter duration. She increased 
her water intake, drinking at every visit 
to the feeding station. She also nibbled 
regularly on an old piece of antler, thus 

increasing her calcium intake.
My first sighting of Hazel’s kittens was 
on April 16, when they were eight to 
nine weeks old. They were two males, 
and it was a delight to watch their antics 
over the next two months. At 16 weeks, 

I needed 
b i n o c u -
lars to dis-
t i n g u i s h 
t h e m 
from their 
m o t h e r .  

They left home in June, and I have not  
seen either of them since. Thus an  
annual cycle was complete: the parents 
moved-in in early July and the offspring 
departed a year later.
My garden seems to be an  
important part of Hazel’s territory, and  
she chases away other squirrels. One of  
her strategies, when she scents an  
intruder, is to lie in wait inside one of the  
upper feeders, peeping out through the  
window, until the intruder arrives. Then 
she darts out, keeping to the high 
ground, and launches herself down 
onto the intruder. If that is not enough, 

she will bite it.
Her routine 
is to visit 
the feeders  
early in the 
m o r n i n g ,  
often as soon as
it is light, then again about noon and  
a final visit about three hours  
before dusk. She will visit at other 
times, but rarely late in the day. She 
drinks water at least once a day, usually 
after feeding. She eats sunflower seeds  
(preferably the large striped ones), 
shelled or unshelled peanuts, raw  
coconut in the shell, cuttle fish and  
antler. Her favourite foods are walnuts 
and hazelnuts, given only as a treat, 
and she takes them to be ‘squirrelled’ 
for a rainy day.
She has two new coats a year, and looks 
her best in either June or December; 
in between, her coat can look rather 
untidy. Ear tufts start to grow in early  
October, to go with her thick winter 
coat, and they last until mid-June when 
her summer coat is at its best. 

Hazel Nutcase and Beechnutter

Gwen Gardner 
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Down in the woods today...  continued from front page

In 2005, we had only two red squirrel sightings reported, while in 
2011 we have had almost 80 in less than ten months.  
Your sightings are immensely important for us, and we would love 
to hear from any one who has seen a squirrel recently.

Telephone:  07966 150 847
or email:  Craig@redsquirrels.info

Benllech village
Breeze Hill
City Dulas
Talwrn village
Llangaffo

Red Squirrel Sightings Red squirrel Road Casualties:
Plas Lligwy A5025 
Plas Newydd A4080

Top five places to see wild red
squirrels on Anglesey
1. Llyn Parc Mawr (Newborough)
2. Henllys Hall Woodlands (Beaumaris)
3. Plas Newydd (National Trust)
4. Coed Mor (National Trust)
5. Wern Y Wylan (Llanddona)

http://bit.ly/tzVkgF
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After emerging from my warm B&B  
bed at 9.30 am and consuming a  
wonderful cooked breakfast, I make a 
leisurely arrival at the red squirrel site 
about 11am.  Instantly, a red squirrel 
pops up on the opposite end of the tree 
trunk where I am sitting with my cam-
era, and I take the perfect photo before 
heading to the nearest pub for lunch…
As a wildlife photographer specialising in 
Welsh wildlife, I swear that 90 percent of 
Joe Public believes the paragraph above 

sums up 
how I get 
my images  
– if only!
I’m in my 
fifth year 
of being a 
professional 

photographer, 
and the red squirrel is one of my favourite 
subjects. I hadn’t seen one since I was a 
child; my last encounter had been while 
climbing a tree, and seeing to a bushy red 
tail hanging over a branch. 
Two years ago, Craig Shuttleworth 
was kind enough to take me to a red  
squirrel site on Anglesey. The follow-
ing day, after double-checking my list of  
what was needed for the day (a list that is 
longer then most wives’ shopping lists, i.e. 
longggggg), I piled everything in the car 
and set off. 
As the site is a mile from the car park, all 
equipment has to be carried – tripod, hide, 
camera, lenses – and the important bits 
of sandwiches and thermos. It’s March, 
and bitterly cold, with heavy snow on the 
mainland. I’m wearing about five layers  
of clothes, starting with the thermals;  
anyone who spied me must have thought 
it was Mr. Blobby on his day out.
After arriving quietly at the site, the most 

important thing is get the hide up ASAP,  then get all my gear inside,  
tripod up, camera mounted, check lighting conditions, shutter speed 
etc., then sit back and wait. One problems of photographing squirrels is  
being under trees in the pine forests. I need light, so I hope for pockets of  
sunlight and one of my little red friends to indulge in sunbathing!
The squirrels arrive within ten minutes. Before long there are three  
running about, no more then 20 feet away. Although I’m lucky to see  
nature close up on most days, there are certain things that make the hairs 
on the back of my neck stand up and the adrenaline pump, and this is 
 very much one of those days. 
Then I get those periods of nothing, no squirrels. The cold is starting 
to creep up my body, first my toes, then my feet and, before long, I am  
shivering. It’s time for soup and sandwiches. (One thing I will never wear 
is a watch, time is unimportant and I cannot work to a timescale. Besides, 
I’d end up clock watching. If it’s quiet for a long period of time, I can drop 
off, although I’ve now developed the art of sleeping with one eye open 
like a wise old owl, although another photographer once complained  
I was snoring!)
While balancing soup in a cup on my knee, and attempting to open 
packaged sandwiches with frozen hands, I hear a squirrel coming from 
behind me, making its little ‘tut tut tut’ noise. My hide is positioned  

under a tree, and he passes just above 
my head in the tree.  The next thing I 
know, he has climbed out on a twig no 
more than a foot in front the hide, sitting  
looking at me through the camera opening.
On the whole, you do have to stay alert.  
Other animals, besides my chosen subject, 
have suddenly appeared, such as the cuckoo 
that landed in a bush in front of me while I was 
waiting for fox cubs. 

After a long and very successful day it was  
finally time to move out.  This is when I discover that rigor mortis has set in, 
my legs have disappeared without my noticing, and, as they won’t move, 
rather than getting up and climbing out the hide, it’s more like a fall,  
followed by a slight roll before discovering my legs are still attached to 
my body.
I have now visited the red squirrels several times, and it’s a joy to work with 
these little animals, to share my photographs, and to be able to give talks 
all over the country about these experiences, raising awareness of these 
creatures along with others that need all the help they can get – I only 
hope I am doing my bit. 

Photographing red squirrels

Thermos, thermals and rigor mortis 

David Bailey 
www.davidbaileyphotographywales.co.uk

http://www.davidbaileyphotographywales.co.uk
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Keen local naturalist Emlyn Jones, a regular walker in the woods at Bangor University’s Treborth Botanic Garden, made 
an observation on April 14, 2011 that may come to have real significance in the struggle to regain Welsh red squirrel  
territory: two red squirrels chasing each other around the trunk of a Turkey Oak along the new Coast Path for Wales,  
which now allows pleasant access to the Botanic Garden’s Strait-side wood.

This welcome sighting followed hard on the heels of singletons seen on other dates in 
April 2011, as well as individual records by other observers over the preceding 18 months,  
suggesting a tentative re-colonisation of the southern shores of Menai Strait’s central stretch. 
I say re-colonisation, remembering as if it were yesterday my one and only sighting of red  
at Treborth in Sept 1976. With a mouthful of hazelnut, it scampered among bush to bush at  
the sunny woodland margin opposite the curator’s house, before disappearing for 33 years.
So, when a red squirrel was live trapped at Treborth, examined and released by Craig  
Shuttleworth in the autumn of 2009 (as part of a rigorous attempt to rid the Garden of  

grey squirrel and establish a cordon-sanitaire on the mainland adjacent to the expanding red squirrel population on  
Anglesey), the news was rightly hailed as a major shift in the aspirations of red squirrels and their protectors. Here was firm 
evidence of reds attempting to establish in mixed woodland on the mainland of Wales, a feat not achieved by any other 
extant population of reds.
This pioneer was identified as having a Scottish haplotype 
common to the population reintroduced at Plas Newydd, and 
the perceived wisdom of the day suggested it had migrated 
from the island by way of the nearby Britannia Bridge, most 
likely along the lower rail deck.
The following winter, there were additional sightings of reds at 
Treborth and on National Trust land at Faenol, a kilometre or 
so south-westward. The majority of the ten or so sightings at 
Treborth Botanic Garden came along the woodland path that 
runs parallel with the Menai Strait.
When work began in late 2010 on an extension of the Coast 
Path for Wales through the woodland at Treborth, involving 
an upgrade of the existing Strait-side path, there were further 
sightings of single reds, including an individual that provided 
lunchtime entertainment for men constructing the new path.
On a few occasions, records came through in 2011 suggesting 
some expansion by the reds, including a brave individual that 
ran across the main access drive in front of Dyfed’s post van by 
Treborth Lodge, and disappeared into Len Jones’ picturesque 
garden. This was followed by news that reds had been spotted 
in Penrhosgarnedd, a kilometre further south. Sightings at the 
Botanic Garden peaked in April 2011.
There has since been fewer sightings, and this is a concern. 
We still have some greys at Treborth, despite continued  
efforts by Craig and his team to trap them out. To monitor the 
hoped-for decline in greys, and the expansion of reds, three 
Bangor University zoology undergraduates established a  
series of hair tube traps along a regularly surveyed transect 
through the Treborth woodlands. Look out for foot-long 

Red Squirrels return to Treborth 

lengths of brown or black square-ended plastic drain 
pipe used for this purpose – they are spaced at regu-
lar intervals, many along the new Coast Path, a few  
metres from the thoroughfare and at a convenient 
height to examine without a ladder. They are strapped 
along a horizontal or gently sloping bough and con-
tain food bait when active. Squirrels of either hue leave  
evidence of their visit by courtesy of sticky pads inserted 
in the roof of the trap, where looser hairs self-attach as the  
squirrel brushes past the adhesive pads en route to their 
edible reward. With the aid of a microscope, and by  
comparing the take up a simple dye by the hair, it is easy to  
distinguish the owner of each hair and compare squirrel 
numbers in Treborth’s woodlands.
It is hoped this study will help assess the effectiveness of 
grey squirrel trapping, and permit a first-hand survey of 
the establishment rate of a pioneer population of reds in 
a mainland mixed woodland situation.
Anyone sighting a squirrel (red or grey) between the 
two bridges on the Strait’s mainland side is asked to  
inform staff at the Garden and/or the Friends of the  
Anglesey Red Squirrel Trust. Treborth Botanic  
Garden and its woodlands are open (free) to the  
public and never closed. 
This is an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, and a Site 
of Special Scientific Interest.  Dogs should be under strict 
control; loose dogs can easily disturb, even kill, ground-
nesting birds and squirrels. 

Nigel Brown, Curator, Treborth Gardens
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PHILIP SNOW

Paintings, Illustrations  
& Prints
 

(Donation from sales  
of any squirrel  
artworks to RSTWales)

Oriel Ynys Môn,  
Llangefni, Anglesey, 
N Wales, LL77 7TQ
11 October, 2011  
to  6 February, 2012

Tel: 01407 840 512 
 

www.snowartandbooks.co.uk  

ADW is forested dunes with a diverse 
mix of characteristic tree species, in-
cluding two pine species (the Atlan-
tic or cluster pine and Scot’s pine), a 
variety of oaks, ash, birch, hawthorn,  
sycamore, willow and elm.
Many of these trees provide a useful 
habitat and food resource that would 
support the development of the red 
squirrel population. It should also be  
remembered that ADW characteris-
tics do not preclude the presence of  
additional tree species that would 
not only widen the biodiversity of the  
forested dunes, but also provide  
additional benefit to the red squirrel 
population – for example, red band  
needle blight resistant pines; species 
such as hazel, sweet chestnut, beech 
and others.
We have proposed that the current 
boundaries of Newborough forest – with 
their intimate link to the beach – should 
be retained, and the forest modified to 
ADW, with salt and wind-resistant pines 
dominating the near beach areas, zones 
1 and 4 of the Forest Management Plan 
(FMP), and a progression to a mixed de-
ciduous species where shelter and soil 
conditions allow (FMP zones 3, 5 and far-
ther inland).
The problem is not in the general  
principle of creating ADW, but it is 
in the location. CCW’s concept and  
long-term objective is to disconnect 
the forest from the beach, and set it 
back at least half a kilometre from the 

uppershore, with an immediate clear-
felled area from Llandwyn island 
northwards along the Cefni estuary 
(Traeth Penrhos), and ultimately the 
removal of zones 3 and 4 through non- 
management; perhaps better  
described as ‘malign neglect’. CCW  
also wishes to fell extensively along the 
eastern Warren forest boundary.
The quieter western forest areas 
along the Cefni estuary are especially  
appreciated by those who visit  
Newborough forest; this is also the 
weather-exposed side of the forest 
where shelter is needed more than 
elsewhere. Felling this area would be 
particularly destructive, and is not  
supported by credible conservation  
arguments. 
The mobile dune types that border 
the western boundary of the forest are 

in good condition. The development 
of ADW offers a real opportunity to  
retain the forest and its shelter where 
the public can enjoy our coastal  
heritage; it would enhance the forest 
and biodiversity. 
The mix of tree types that make up 
ADW, plus those that could be usefully  
added, would produce a diverse and rich  
coastal dune woodland to be enjoyed 
by all  – with the bonus that it would 
also provide good habitat and food  
resources for red squirrels. 

Atlantic Dune Woodland ‘2180’ continued from front page

Forestry Commission Wales FMP link
(opens as a pdf file)
http://bit.ly/oH8WOR

See Fig. 5.1 p.27 for forest zones  
referred to in the article.

Ian Miller

http://www.snowartandbooks.co.uk


To own a ‘Charles’ or for more information on ‘Willow’:
email Kirsty: aartducko@aol.com  / www.kirstyarmstronganimalsculpture.co.uk
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Craig Shuttleworth
Ian Miller
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David Bailey
Nigel Brown
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NOVEMBER  
Clearing rubbish and 
undergrowth from  
Clyddyn forest
garden.  
More details contact: 
angleseysquirrels@
hotmail.co.uk  
    
Check our website for 
more events:  
www.redsquirrels.info

Calendar

Leila Korodi_sxc 
Sam Segar_sxc
guillaume jautzy_sxc 
mattox_sxc

Seen a squirrel? 
Don’t keep it to 
yourself!

Contributors

Contact Us

Charles is a  red squirrel created in ‘cold-
cast’ copper, by professional sculptor, 
Kirsty Kenny.  
The life-size sculpture is based on an  
orphaned red squirrel, named after  
HRH Prince Charles. It was hand reared by 
Sarah McNeil and her partner Jerry Moss, 
who are members of another Red Squirrel 
group in Cumbria. 
The story received worldwide publicity  
as it unfolded, culminating in Charles’  
successful release back into the wild. 
Kirsty is the co-founder and  
volunteer co-ordinator of the  
Brampton Red Squirrel group in Cumbria.   
At the launch  of  ‘Red Squirrels  
Northern England’ (RSNE), she presented 
HRH Prince Charles with the first of the 
limited edition.
Combining squirrel sculpting with  
helping the red squirrel cause was an idea  
hatched between Kirsty and Sarah at 
‘Squirrelfest’ in Brockhole, Cumbria.  
David Tate MBE, founder of ‘Lillyput 
Lane’, gave Kirsty his expert technical and  
business advice throughout the project. 

After many hours sculpting, mainly from pictures 
of ‘Charles’ supplied by Sarah, the sculpture was 
ready for sale in 2010.
‘Charles’ is a limited edition of 100 pieces; more 
than 50 percent have been sold at £125 each.  
£10 from each sale goes to UK red squirrel  
conservation projects. RSST and Kirsty’s local 
Brampton group are the chief beneficiaries. 
‘Charles’ is cast by Cumbrian company, ‘Lakeland Mouldings’, and hand  
finished by Kirsty to order. 
At the launch of RSNE, HRH Prince Charles said it was a great pleasure to 
“receive a model of my namesake.” 

In a subsequent letter to Kirsty he said  it is a 
gift he will treasure. That particular ‘Charles’ 
now lives at Birkhall, The Prince of Wales’  
private Scottish residence.
Kirsty is working on Charles’ mate, ‘Willow’, and 
already has 10 orders for her. 
Kirsty hopes this sculpture will  
symbolise the hope all those working in Red  
Squirrel conservation – that the future 
of this well loved native mammal will 
one day be more secure. Kirsty may even  
create some red squirrel kittens. 

Royal Connections

Meeting Charles...

We’re always keen to hear 
about any red or grey  
squirrel sightings in  
Anglesey, or Gwynedd. 

If red squirrels visit your  
garden or bird table, please 
let us know - and send us 
your photographs, too!
Email: mail@redsquirrels.info

Injured/sick squirrel?
07966 150 847 (24 hrs)
Dead red squirrel?
07966 150 847 (24 hrs)

http://www.kirstyarmstronganimalsculpture.co.uk
http://www.redsquirrels.info/

